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High-precision long-range conventional systems and
their impact on strategic stability

Andrey Baklitskiy

Strategic stability in its classical sense – understood as a state of USRussian relations under which neither side has incentives to launch a
first nuclear strike – was developed during the Cold War. Such

stability is achieved by "seeking agreements that improve
survivability, remove incentives for a nuclear first strike and
implement an appropriate relationship between strategic offenses
and defenses". Development of new types (and improvement in
existing ones) of conventional systems (including high-precision
long-range missiles, hypersonic systems and space based missile
defense) directly influences the strategic stability. Significant shift in
the balance of power between Moscow and Washington could
undermine the stability, making nuclear conflict more likely.
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Key findings
Existing arsenal of US high-precision
long-range
systems doesn’t

conventional
give Washington

the capability for a successful
counterforce strike against Russian
strategic nuclear forces. At the same
time, US withdrawal from the INF treaty
and
probable
deployment
of
intermediate
range
ground-launched
cruise and ballistic missiles in the proximity of Russian borders
(primarily in Europe but also in Asia) adds additional threat to
Russian strategic forces. The scope of the threat will depend on
the types, quantity and deployment areas of US missiles, but in
any case, it will result in weakening of strategic stability, which
in turn would produce Russian countermeasures further
heightening the tensions. With this in mind, a moratorium for
deployment of all ground launched INF range missiles seems like
the best of the existing options.
"Hypersonic" technologies will have mixed impact on the
strategic stability. Russian boost glide vehicles (BGVs) are
intended to be used as a new type of ICBM warheads with
the goal to deliver the nuclear payload to enemy’s territory
evading existing and perspective missiles defenses. To the
extent this nullifies effects of defensive weapons it could be
seen beneficial to the strategic stability. Moscow also doesn’t

aim at creating global missile defense system to protect the
country from a nuclear strike, so Washington’s development of
similar capabilities shouldn’t affect security of Russia. However,
the development of Russian "hypersonics" is used to justify
investments to speed up development of similar systems in the
US. There is no certainty which systems US ends up with, but as
far as we can tell those will have shorter range, higher precision
and conventional payload, which will make them similar to other
US high-precision long-range conventional missiles systems.
Unlike Russian systems, their US "cousins" will be meant to be
used in conventional conflicts bringing with them uncertainty
about their payload and trajectory. Depending on their numbers
and area of deployment they could be used against Russian
nuclear forces and infrastructure, which will decrease strategic
stability.
Deployment of missile defense interceptors in space still
isn’t widely supported by both US expert community and
political elites. This can result in slowing down or completely
ending the development of such systems even though the
current administration is generally supportive of placing
weapons in outer space. If the development continues, the price
of such programs would (at least initially) push Washington
towards development of a smaller satellite constellation with
limited capabilities for exoatmospheric interception of ICBMs,
which wouldn’t be much different from existing US missile
defense systems.
However,

the

fact

that

the

development

of

new

technologies would not be able to threaten Russian
second-strike capability, will not be enough to sustain the
strategic stability if the potential adversary has the
illusion that it has such a capability. President Trump’s
2017 statement that US missile defense system has a 97%
effectiveness was met with an understandable concern about
the decisions that commander-in-chief can make based on
flowed estimates. This highlights the importance of high-quality
analysis regarding the strategic stability as well as public
awareness campaigns.
This paper has been produced for the joint PIR Center – CSIS project
"Reducing nuclear risks during Great Powers Competition?" We thank
our partners in CSIS for their cooperation and support for this

publication.
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